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Summary: Congress passed an amendment to the Animal Welfare Act in 1976 to crack down on dogfighting and cockfighting, addressing animal fighting for the first time in federal law. Section 26, as adopted as part of a larger set of amendments to the AWA, restricted the interstate transport of dogs and roosters for fighting, albeit with a major loophole relating to cockfighting. In the subsequent quarter century (1976-2001), there was not a single federal enforcement action against cockfighting or dogfighting. That started to change in 2002, when Congress upgraded the law and eliminated major loopholes. Including that amendment, Section 26 has been upgraded 5 times since 2002, including on the Farm bills in 2002, 2008, 2014, and 2018. As of December 2019, the law bans animal fighting everywhere in the United States.

Here are key elements (with links for roll call votes, hearings, and committee reports) in the legislative history that produced today’s comprehensive federal statute against animal fighting.

- **1976: Congress adds dogfighting and cockfighting provision to Animal Welfare Act as first attempt to address staged animal fights at the federal level.**

During consideration of a bill in 1976 to amend the Animal Welfare Act to deal with the inhumane treatment of animals in transportation, there were legislative maneuvers to include an animal fighting provision, with the primary concerns related to cockfighting. After a contentious debate, with Rep. John Krebs, D-Calif., pushing for an anti-cockfighting provision, the House passed an amendment to ban any interstate transport of “dogs or live birds” for fighting by a wide margin (289-78). When the entire bill came up for final passage in the House, including the interstate ban on fighting dogs and birds, it passed by an event wider margin – 335- 34. (Congressional Record at 2884-5, Feb. 9, 1976). The Senate did not include any provision on animal fighting in its bill dealing with inhumane transportation of animals. A House-Senate conference committee resolved the differences by retaining an anti-animal fighting section of the AWA, but it weakened the anti-cockfighting provision, determining that the federal government would not restrict cockfighting in any state where the practice was legal, nor would it restrict shipment to any state, territory, or foreign country with legal cockfighting.

- **2002: Congress closes cockfighting loopholes, banning any interstate or foreign commerce in fighting animals, and increases penalties for violations.**

Congressmen Earl Blumenauer, D-Oregon, and Tom Tancredo, R-Colo., offered a measure to close the cockfighting loophole and ban any interstate transport of fighting animals as an amendment to the Farm bill. Their amendment was defeated on a voice vote after the Agriculture Committee chairman Larry Combest, R-Texas, and ranking
member Charlie Stenholm, D-Texas, spoke against it. (Congressional Record, Oct. 4, 2001, pp. H6274-76). Blumenauer requested a roll call vote. Combest and Stenholm recognized that a recorded vote would expose those who supported cockfighting. Combest and Stenholm allowed an unusual procedure, calling for a re-do of the voice vote. A new voice vote was called for, and this time, the presiding officer determined that the “aye” votes prevailed. Blumenauer then pressed ahead, offering a second amendment to ban any imports or exports of fighting birds, knowing that American cockfighters were at the center of a robust global trade in fighting birds and shipping tens of thousands of birds to other nations. His amendment also made violations of the federal anti-animal fighting law a felony. (Congressional Record, Oct. 4, 2001, p. H6274) That amendment passed by a voice vote on the first try. On the Senate side, Senators Wayne Allard, R-Colo., and Tom Harkin, D-Ia., had an easier time. They successfully urged the chairman of the committee, Richard Lugar, R-Ind., to include the measure in his version of the Farm bill, and it included the identical language that had been passed by the House. Surprisingly, the conference committee then stripped the felony provisions (normally, matters not in dispute are not discussed or altered). President Bush signed the Farm bill into law in May 2002. Even with the weakening action in the conference committee, it represented a dramatic upgrade in the law designed to remedy a quarter century of legislative and enforcement inaction.

The debate over that provisions of law enacted in 2002 was preceded by the following committee reports and hearings in 2000.

- The Senate Agriculture Committee issued a report on S. 345 by Senator Allard, reporting it favorably from the committee in 2000. (Calendar No. 555, Report 106-297, 2nd Session).

**2004: Congress provides $800,000 for enforcement of recently enacted animal fighting prohibitions.**

During consideration of the 2004 Agriculture spending bill, Rep. Blumenauer pushed an amendment to secure $800,000 in funding for enforcement of the recently upgraded law against dogfighting and cockfighting. Even with Rep. Combest and Rep. Stenholm opposing it, along with the chairman of the agriculture appropriations committee, it passed by a vote of 222 – 179. (Roll call vote #355). That provision was accepted in the final spending bill passed by the House and Senate and signed by the President.
• **2007: Congress makes animal fighting a felony, bans trafficking in cockfighting implements.**

A group of lawmakers, led by Elton Gallegly, R-Calif., and Earl Blumenauer in the House and Maria Cantwell, D-Wash., and John Ensign, R-Nev. in the Senate, introduced and advanced the Animal Fighting Prohibition Enforcement Act in 2007 as a free-standing bill. The bill provided up to 3 years in prison and $100,000 fines for violations and outlawed the sale of cockfighting weapons. The House passed the bill 368-39 (Roll Call #188). The Senate passed it soon thereafter by Unanimous Consent (no roll call vote required). President Bush signed it into law as Public Law 110-22.

The debate over that provisions of law enacted in 2007 was preceded by the following committee reports and hearings in 2006-07.


• **2008: Congress strengthened penalties, banned possession of fighting animals, and reinforced federal authority if participants had any touch with interstate commerce.**

Even though George W. Bush had just signed a new federal law with felony provisions in May 2007 – nearly coincident with the Michael Vick case coming to light – some federal lawmakers had an appetite for more sweeping reforms. In 2008, Senator John Kerry, D-Mass., looked to the Farm bill as a vehicle, and on the House side, Reps. Betty Sutton, D-Ohio, Gallegly, and Blumenauer took the lead on a companion measure. Kerry’s language was accepted as an amendment to the Farm bill without dissent, and House Judiciary Chairman John Conyers, D-Mich., proved a strong advocate for the provision in the conference committee, further strengthening the measure. They worked to upgrade the law to make it a crime to knowingly possess or train animals for fighting, boosted maximum penalties for animal fighting offenses to a five-year jail sentence and a fine of up to $250,000, and made it a federal felony to participate in animal fighting if that activity affected interstate or foreign commerce in any way.

• **2013: Congress bans attendance at animal fighting ventures for adults, minors.**
In 2011, Reps. Tom Marino and Betty Sutton, and Senators Richard Blumenthal, Mark Kirk, R-Illinois, Maria Cantwell, and David Vitter, R-La., introduced companion measures to make it a crime to attend an animal fight or to bring a minor to one, to bring the entire cast of characters involved in these spectacles to justice. In 2012, Senator Vitter offered an amendment to a bill dealing with the use of animals in movie production, to crack down on attendance at animal fights. It passed (Roll Call #154), but the provision was stricken in a conference committee. The next year, during consideration of the Farm bill, the Senate Agriculture Committee (influenced by the lopsided outcome on the Vitter amendment) inserted the provision into its version of the Farm bill. In the House, Rep. Jim McGovern, D-Mass., introduced an amendment to the Farm bill in committee to add this provision, and it passed 28 to 17 despite opposition from Agriculture Committee Chair Frank Lucas, R-Okla., and his allies. President Obama signed the farm bill into law in 2014, with the anti-spectator provision intact.

- **2018: Congress bans animal fighting in the U.S. territories.**

Reps. Peter Roskam, R-Illinois, and Earl Blumenauer advanced an amendment in 2018 to the Farm bill to apply all the federal prohibitions against animal fighting to every part of the United States, including the U.S. territories (American Samoa, Guam, the Northern Marianas Islands, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands). Their amendment passed by a vote of 359-51. (Roll Call #202) A group of Senators, led by Senators Cory Booker, R-N.J., Ron Wyden, D-Oregon, Susan Collins, R-Maine, Richard Blumenthal, D-Conn., pushed for a similar amendment in the Senate. While they were unable to secure a vote on their amendment, they worked with their House colleagues and secured the provision in the final Farm bill, albeit with a one-year delay in its effective date.